Technology Helps
Contractors Speed Up Their
Tender Prep Process by 60%

The construction industry relies on many different
moving parts to operate efficiently and effectively.
From the surveyor who assesses the potential of
the vacant land to the architect who designs the
structure to the general contractor who builds
it—and all points in between—these stakeholders
rely on robust communication and collaboration
tools to get their jobs done while also meeting
overarching, project-wide goals.

“Our customers gain easy access
to vital, simplified information
about their projects and assets,
which accelerates processes and
enables proactive management.”
Christian Massow, CEO, DiTRA

Many different variables come into play as projects
come off of the drawing board and move into
the construction phase. Without robust project
collaboration tools to work with, contractors can
quickly find themselves mired in manual processes,
change order requests, rework and data errors.
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Simplifying the Tender Process

The Perfect Pair: PCT + ERP

A submission made by a contractor in response
to an invitation, tender preparation often
requires significant manual work, revision and
collaboration. With years of experience working
with customers in the construction field, DiTRA
understands the daily challenges that these
companies face and works to help them take
advantage of NetSuite.

DiTRA’s PCT solution fits into the landscape of
existing tools and ERP systems, and manages
functions like:

By integrating a bidding and tender prep tool
directly with their ERP system, DiTRA helps
contractors adapt their business process and
develop entirely new business models. Its PCT
tool provides transparency and consistency for
scope of supply and services, interfaces, budget,
documentation, schedule, and engineering data.

• Administration of all projects (and project-variants).
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• Reference project copy functions.
• Setup of master projects for tenders.
• Reuse of components for specific tenders.
• Access to the multi-project environment.
• Navigation between projects.
• Ability to compare functions across one or
multiple projects.
• Quick switching between the modules within a
specific project.
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• Easy import and export of project data.
• Clear scope and DOW Split (no gaps and overlaps).

• Seamlessly flowing information from tender
to execution.

• Project Master Data List (MDL) with baseline
defined for all partners/suppliers.

• Increasing quality, consistency and enablement of
Master Document List (MDL) document control.

• Validation of major plant/system concepts via a
3D plant model.

• Providing reliable performance assessments.

• Easy remeasurements using a structured bill of
quantities (BoQ) cost calculator.

• Predefining order packages.

PCT significantly enhances net margins for
construction and other project-based industries by:

Simplifying Workflows

• Reducing project costs and risks.
• Calculating without gaps and overlaps.

• Capturing lessons learned.
• Enabling engineering reuse.
By integrating PCT directly into NetSuite, DiTRA
provides a simplified approach to the bid and
tender preparation process. Here’s how the
workflows are organized:

PCT and NetSuite Integration in BID-Phase

ITEMS/PRICES

Scope

Items
PROPOSALS/WBS/TASKS/ITEMS

Budget

Sales Order
STATUS: ITEMS/TASKS/COSTS

Schedule
CHANGE ORDERS/TASKS/ITEMS
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Once in place, PCT helps enhance both the sales
and the execution phases of the construction
bidding and tendering process. Here are some of
the benefits DiTRA’s customers have reported:
• During the sales phase
◦◦ A 30% reduction in hours during the
sales process.

Combined, these benefits add up to a simplified
tender process that can be replicated time after
time without having to start from the bottom on
every new bid. With DiTRA, PCT and NetSuite
ERP, contractors can effectively increase
profitability, impress their clients, improve their
quality and win more work.

◦◦ 60% faster tender preparation.
◦◦ Access to more detailed estimates.
◦◦ Standardization.
• During the execution process
◦◦ 50% less time spent on documentation.
◦◦ Quality improvements of up to 50%.
◦◦ A 25% reduction in engineering costs.
◦◦ 10% savings on procurement costs.
◦◦ Saving anywhere from one to four weeks
on commissioning.
◦◦ 50% less time spent on the tender
submittal process .
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